To develop committed change agents for India
through a multidisciplinary programme guided by
distinguished scholars and leaders of our time

About YIF
The Young India Fellowship (YIF), a one-year multidisciplinary postgraduate programme in Liberal
Studies at Ashoka University. The Fellowship brings together a group of bright young individuals who
show exceptional intellectual ability and leadership potential, from across the country, and trains them to
become socially committed agents of change.

About Ashoka
Ashoka University is a private, non-profit university. An unprecedented example of collective public
philanthropy in India, it is a pioneer in its focus on the Liberal Arts. It offers its students a
multidisciplinary liberal education, which is usually defined as one that transcends the boundaries
between the arts and sciences, and carries a
strong emphasis on learning across
subjects. Ashoka’s unique postgraduate
programme, Young India Fellowship (YIF),
now in its sixth year, has rapidly become
one of the most sought-after programmes
in India.
Ashoka University is located on a 25-acre
campus in the Rajiv Gandhi Education City
near New Delhi.

Partnering with the Best
The Young India Fellowship is delivered in collaboration with University of Pennsylvania’s School of
Engineering and Applied Science (SEAS); Carleton College; University of California, Berkeley; University of
Michigan; King’s College, London; Trinity College, Dublin; Sciences Po, Paris; Yale University; and Wellesley
College.
Every year, our Fellows are offered courses by faculty members from our partner institutions, and are also
given the opportunity to visit these institutions for a term or semester through some exchange
programmes.
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Why YIF?
Multidisciplinary
Curriculum

Renowned Faculty
Fellows are taught by
outstanding faculty members
with excellent teaching and
research credentials, from
India and around the world.

The Fellowship offers a wide
variety of subjects that enable
breadth of learning and multiple
perspectives. Courses at YIF
include Literature, Gender
Studies, History, Art Appreciation,
Statistics, Mathematical Thinking,
Psychology, Management, etc.

Experiential Learning
Module
The Experiential Learning Module
complements academic work with
real work experience. The module
helps Fellows understand teambuilding and gain problem-solving
skills, as they work in a professional
environment.

Inspiring Guest Sessions

Exceptional Mentorship

The guest sessions are a parallel
academic curriculum where the
Fellows attend sessions
conducted by global achievers.
These role models come from the
most diverse range of sectors. So
far, Fellows have been inspired by
more than 450 distinguished
individuals.

Fellows are mentored by a diverse
group of industry titans,
distinguished scholars and
pioneering social achievers. They
also have the opportunity to
engage with various alumni in
different fields, who have created
an impact after the Fellowship.

Peer Learning

Financial Support

At YIF, Fellows are exposed to an
extremely diverse peer group.
Typically, a classroom consists of
engineers, scientists, lawyers, and
students from the humanities and
business backgrounds. There are
also those who come with work
experience. This multidisciplinary
environment gives the Fellows an
exposure to multiple perspectives
and skill-sets.

TProgressive corporate leaders,
institutions and philanthropists
support YIF with sponsorships,
offering opportunities to Fellows
from all strata of society with
either partial or complete
financial aid.
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Meet the Fellows
Young India Fellows are a group of promising young individuals, selected through a rigorous and nationwide search for passionate achievers with a desire to bring about change. The Fellowship fosters the
world’s academic, social and business leaders of tomorrow through a multidisciplinary liberal education.
The number of applicants to the Fellowship has been increasing consistently every year. In 2016, the
number of registered applicants was approximately 21,000, more than four times the registered applicants
in the inaugural year of 2011. To meet this increasing demand, the number of seats has been increased to
300 for the year 2017-18. The Alumni are now more than 650 strong. The Fellows reflect the geographical
diversity and a rich mix of backgrounds, from India and around the world. From engineering to fashion
design, film to agriculture, medicine to art, and law to journalism, this cross flow of ideas and learning
from others is an invaluable as the more formal education they have received thus far.

“The Fellowship felt like a young dance that entangled your little grey cells and touched the chords of
your limbic centre. It brought alive feelings in moments and in people. It was the first time education
displaced the ground I stand on and swallowed me. It happened to be an entite lifetime of experiences all
bundled up in one and brought me to appreciate knowledge like never before.”
- Suneet Singh Puri, Fellow 2016

Institutions Represented at YIF
IITs | BITS | NIFT | NID | NITs | Lady Shri Ram College | SASTRA University | Miranda House |
NALSAR | Indian Law Society Law College | St. Xavier's College | Symbiosis Law School | JNU |
Hindu College | St. Stephen's College | Asian College of Journalism | IITDM Kancheepuram |
Thaper University | Deen Dayal Upadhyay College | GITAM University | JNTU Hyderabad | College
of Vocational Studies | PEC University of Technology | St. Francis College for Women | SRM
University | Jamia Milia Islamia | Christ College | Mount Carmel College | Women's Christian
College | Loyola College | Fergusson College | Jadavpur University | Tata Institute of Social
Sciences | Grant Medical College | IIM Ahmedabad | National Defence Academy | Centre for
Environmental Planning and Technology | Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics |
Delhi Technological University | Middlebury College | Toulouse School of Economics | University
of California | University of Pennsylvania | Sciences Po | Shri Ram College of Commerce | Gujarat
National Law University | Ohio Wesleyan University | MICA | Stella Maris College
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Fellows Speak
“Since YIF ended I had a huge list of things to do. I wanted to move to Kashmir and
do farming or something related to heritage and history. I started researching and
found a treasure of proverbs in Kashmiri and started illustrating and translating
them in a blog. It got a lot of attention and from that I also got around 20 volunteers
from all over willing to work in heritage. I have started a heritage project that
focuses on oral traditions, history and the architectural legacy of Kashmir.”
- Onaiza Drabu, Fellow 2014, in a letter to Founding Dean Pramath Sinha

“I was once told that those who follow the crowd
usually get lost. I am glad to be lost with the right
crowd to make the right choices. I also believe that
one knows oneself only when he is lost. An awesome
journey ahead, in search of self at the Young India
Fellowship 2014-15.”
- Abhinay Somani, Fellow 2015
“Here at YIF I learn more from my peers than
anything. The diversity we are exposed to at
times pushes us towards unexplored
imaginations. I would name YIF among one
of the best higher education programmes
across the globe.”
- Nikhil Tripathi, Fellow 2017

“The ELM is very crucial
for the Fellowship as it
encourages intellectual
liberty.”
- Ananya Tiwari,
Fellow 2016

“YIF for me was an escape
from the corporate for a year
full of knowledge and fun.
And I got more than what I
signed up for. Every day is a
new revelation. Every course
is a step further away from
my comfort zone. This is
where you rediscover the
world around you as much
as you redefine yourself. It is
a constant pursuit…for a
better tomorrow.”
- Mohan Krishna, Fellow
2017

“I joined the YIF to gain exposure to the
humanities. But what I’ve learnt is much more
than academics – it taught me who I was. Before
YIF, I did not even know what feminism truly
meant. Today, I am an extrovert, and efficient
planner, a good manager & a confident individual
– all because of the Fellowship. The change is
drastic. I have always wanted to bring about a
positive change in villages and YIF gave me the
platform I needed.”
- Nivedita Arumugasamy, Fellow 2016
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A Curated Curriculum & Innovative Pedagogy
Courses We Teach
The YIF curriculum is a rich mix of courses that build perspective, develop critical thinking and problemsolving skills. These courses are taught by some of the most inspiring faculty from around the world.
Foundations of Leadership | Dwight Jaggard, Professor and Director, Centre for
Advanced Study, University of Pennsylvania
JM Financial Lectures on Reason and the Makers | Rudrangshu Mukherjee, Historian, Author, Vice
of Modern India . Chancellor, Ashoka University
Art Appreciation | Anunaya Chaubey, Artist and Deputy Dean, Young
India Fellowship, Ashoka University
Women and Gender in Bollywood Cinema | Geetanjali Chanda, Senior Lecturer, Women's Gender
and Sexuality Studies Programme, Yale University
The Political Economy of India's Development | Mihir Shah, Political Economist and Founding
Member, Samaj Pragati Sahayog.
The Fundamentals of Law | Apurv Mishra, Editor-in-Chief, India Law Journal
Totalitarian Centruy? | Dilip Simeon, Author and Historian, Founding
Member of the Association of Indian Labour
Historians, and former Professor of History, Ramjas
College
The Heart of Leadership | Kenwyn Smith, Professor of Organisational
Behaviour, Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania
Economics and Public Policy | A. K. Shiva Kumar, Development Economist and
Visiting Professor, Harvard University and ISB,
Hyderabad
Mathematical Thinking | Maya Saran , Assistant Professor, Ashoka University
Mother India: Romance and Reality | Gopalkrishna Gandhi, Professor of History and
Politics, Ashoka University
Psychology | Neil Lutsky, William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor and Chair,
Department of Psychology, Carleton College
Statistics and its Applications in the Modern | Santosh Venkatesh, Associate Professor of Electrical
World . Engineering, University of Pennsylvania
Whose Heritage Is It? | Shobita Punja, Art Historian and Independent
Scholar
Shakespeare and the World | Jonathan Gil Harris, Dean of Academic Affairs and
Professor of English, Ashoka University
Madhavi Menon, Professor of English, Ashoka
University
Paradise Lost: A Text for Our Times | Malabika Sarkar, Principal Advisor (Academics),
Ashoka University
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Group Dynamics | Kenwyn Smith, Professor of Organisational
Behaviour, Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania, and
Flora Taylor, Teacher's College, Columbia University
Visual Communication | Sanjeev Chatterjee, Vice Dean, Associate Professor
and Executive Director at the Knight Center for
International Medial, University of Miami
India and the World | Rudra Chaudhuri: Senior Lecturer, Department of
War Studies, King's College London
Philosophy and Cognitive Science | Ritwik Agrawal, Doctoral Researcher, University of
Missouri
Culture and Communication | A. F. Mathew, Associate Professor, Humanities and
Liberal Arts in Management, IIM Kozhikode
Water and Sanitation | Valentina Zuin, Assistant Professor of Environmental
Studies
Women, Society and Changing India | Urvashi Butalia, Publisher and Founder, Zubaan
Books, Reader at College of Vocational Studies,
University of Delhi
International Relations | Devesh Kapur and Eswaran Sridharan, Centre for
Advanced Study of India, University of Pennsylvania
Ireland and the Empire | Jane Ohlemeyer, Erasmus Smith's Professor of
Modern History, Trinity College Dublin, Chair of the
Irish Research Council, and Nicholas Greene, Senior
Fellow, Trinity College Dublin, and Life Fellow of
Clare Hall, University of Cambridge
Making Sense of the News: History Behind the | Nayan Chanda, Founder and Editor-on-Chief of
Headlines . YaleGlobal Online
Physics as a Renaissance Activity | Vijay Singh, Centre for Excellence in Basic Sciences,
Mumbai University
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Professional Development
Experiential Learning Module
The Experiential Learning Module (ELM) has been designed to complement academic work with
professional experience. Fellows undertake an eight month-long engagement with an organisation after
completing the first two terms of the Fellowship. These projects are offered by companies, organisations,
institutions and individuals from varied sectors.

Sample ELM Projects at YIF
Piramal Foundation for
Educational Leadership
Office of Maheish Girri
McKinsey Social Initiative
STIR Education
Government of NCT, Delhi
PARI
Telecom Sector, Skill Council of India

Centre for Civil Society

Devi Art Foundation

Microsoft
Office of Rajeev Gowda
UNFPA
Saajha
PRS Legislative Research
Jamboree Education

McKinsey & Company
Asha Impact
Aravindam
Dalmia Bharat Group
Wadhwani Foundation

Mentoring
Young India Fellows have the unique privilege of being mentored by distinguished leaders, academics and
practitioners from India and abroad. Mentors are committed to counselling Fellows on their professional
aspirations and personal development goals.
Mentors include: Pramod Bhasin, Founder, Genpact; Ester Martinez, Co-Founder and MD, People Matters
Media; Bedabrata Pain, Former NASA Scientist and Film Maker; Melanie Bowen, Global Business
Executive, Education and Consulting; Rehan Khan, Managing Director, Abbot India; Kiran Bir Sethi,
Founder, Design for Change and the Riverside School; Akshay Mangla, Associate Professor, Harvard
Business School; Ritu Dalmiya, Celebratory Chef and Restaurateur.

Workshops
To develop and equip the Fellows for professional work, the Fellowship facilitates regular workshops in
technical and soft skills. These workshops range from MS Office to gender sensitization, and from CV
building to interviewing for jobs.
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Centres at Ashoka
Centre for Entrepreneurship
The Centre for Entrepreneuship (CfE) focuses on developing skills outside the classroom in
entrepreneurship and leadership, in order to prepare them for the professional world. The Centre arranges
a wide array of workshops, guest sessions, and mentoring activities for students and also acts as the
primary gateway for industry tie-ups and collaborations in order to assist students with summer
internships or jobs after graduation.

Ashoka Centre for Well-Being
The Ashoka Centre for Well-Being is a one-of-a-kind on-campus counselling centre at Ashoka University
which is dedicated to the care and well-being of mental health of the Ashoka community. It comprises
trained psychoanalytic psychotherapists and a mental health counsellor who offer a range of services,
from individual counselling sessions to group workshops.

Centre for Social Impact and Philanthropy
The Centre for Social Impact and Philanthropy (CSIP) perceives two major needs for social impact in
India today. One is to influence the capital to be more strategic and informed; the second is to ensure that
the capital can be effectively absorbed. To do this, the Centre aims to leverage Ashoka University’s rich
student body and academics to foster strategic philanthropic action and help build capacity for social
institutions.

Centre for Studies in Gender and Sexuality
The Centre for Studies in Gender and Sexuality (CSGS) is the first in the country to conduct research on
both gender and sexuality. It conducts research on these subjects in local and global contexts, and will
work out ways in which this research can impact activist interventions in daily life. The CSGS also hopes
to become a one-stop archival space for all academics, activists, and media persons working on issues of
gender and sexuality.

Centre for Writing and Communication
The Liberal Arts education offered at Ashoka University inculcates critical thinking skills and recognises
that these are inextricably linked to the practice and art of effective academic writing. The CWC works
with students through one-on-one tutorials, group sessions, or larger workshops that are designed in
consultation with faculty and tailored to specific disciplinary, assignment, and student needs.

Genpact Centre for Women’s Leadership
The Genpact Centre for Women’s Leadership (GCWL) is a first-of-its-kind industry academia partnership
between Genpact and Ashoka. GCWL combines the power of academic research with best practices from
industry, to empower women through research and advocacy, training programmes and supportive
infrastructure to become leaders who drive gender inclusive growth.

Trivedi Centre for Political Data
The Ashok Trivedi Centre for Political Data aims at promoting data-driven research, policy work and
journalism by providing open access to scientifically collected and treated political data and offers data
services to non-profit organisations.
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Lectures and Guest Sessions
Lectures by inspiring academics, practitioners, global achievers and role models complement the
academic courses at YIF. Since the launch of the programme more than 200 eclectic and pre-eminent
individuals have addressed the Fellows.

Some memorable guests include:
Madeleine K. Albright, Former Secretary of State, USA
Kaushik Basu, Chieft Economist, World Bank
Norman Atkins, Co-Founder and CEO, Teacher U
Raghuram Rajan, Governor, RBI
Nandan Nilekani, Chariman, Unique Identification Authority of India
Prannoy Roy, Co-Chairperson, Co-Founder and Mentor, NDTV
Robert Swan, Order of the British Empire, Polar Explorer
Arjun Appadurai, Social-Cultural Anthropologist, New York University
Eduardo D. Glandt, Professor and Dean, School of Engineering and Applied Science, University of
Pennsylvania
Ramachandra Guha, Historian, Writer and Columnist
Rajdeep Sardesai, News Anchor, Author, and Consulting Editor at the India Today group
Dr. Shashi Tharoor, Eminent Parliamentarian and Author
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Beyond YIF
Young India Fellows have been offered scholarships and admission to some of the world's
leading universities.

Many have been placed at some of the top local and multi-national corporations in India

Some have gone for the not-for-profit, development and sustainability sectors

A few Fellows have set up new ventures
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Life at YIF
Y
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Success Stories
Dhaneesh Jameson, Fellow 2012 | Graduated from National Institute of Design (NID),
Ahmedabad, where he won a number of national and international awards for his
animation films. While at the YIF, he won the Fulbright Scholarship to pursue his
Masters in Animation at Rochester Institute of Technology in New York. His dream is to
set up a world class animation studio in India for talented animation students in the
country.

Simranpreet Singh Oberoi, Fellow 2013 | A Mechanical Engineer from MIT, Pune, he
is an entrepreneur at heart with a vision to add value to education and create an
environment for students to naturally discover their true passion. After a year at YIF,
Simranpreet worked with a social enterprise, Shoshit Samadhan Kendra, Patna,
among Musahars, a rat-catching community of Bihar, lowest of the low in the
hierarchy of castes in India. His aim is to empower the Musahar kids through
education.

Pavneet Kaur, Fellow 2014 | A Computer Engineer from Pune Institue of Computer
Technology, Pavneet had realised that her passion lay in working in the social sector.
After leaving her corporate job at Amdocs, she taught at Niwant at Pune, an
organisation for the visually challenged, and prior to joining the YIF, she worked as the
head of Friends for Care, an NGO that mobilises youth to take up social work. This
passion also led her to work and live in a village in Rajasthan for over a month, working
on a tribal project in Bharatiya Jain Sanghatana at Wagholi which helped her decide on
a goal worth pursuing. Pavneet secured the 49th rank in the Indian Civil Services
Examination in 2015 and has joined the India Administrative Service.

Ritvik Carvalho, Fellow 2015 | Born to keen journalists and introduced to reading at
the age of 3, it was easy to point to a single, recurring theme in Ritvik’s life – the
inevitable pull towards the written word. From winning creative writing competitions
in high school, to interning as a content writer; from publishing a commissioned
article in a local daily to offering boutique services as an individual – a love for
language and its expression has driven him through these experiences and continues to
burn passionately. After graduating from the YIF Ritvik went on to study Financial
Journalism at City University, London, and currently works with Reuters. He envisions a
career pivoted on the crossroads of his skill set in writing, immersion in culture and society, constant
learning, and a prolific output of sound and quality work. Journalism in particular, appeals to him as a
profession that affords its practitioners opportunities of self-expression, independence and integrity.

Kanika Bhachawat, Fellow 2016 | A true believer in collecting varied experiences,
fiercely independent, and never too shy to voice her opinions, Kanika has always
explored different avenues to inculcate a rich personality. Be it academics or extracurricular activities, Kanika has always been at the forefront. Kanika holds a Bachelors
degree in Economics from Jesus and Mary College, and along with it, has actively
participated in various activities ranging from sports to dance, crafts to community
service, for the causes she believes in. Her willingness to learn motivated her to explore
various internship opportunities throughout her career that equipped her to take on
the real world challenges at KPMG, where she spent a year before coming to the YIF.
Currently, Kanika is working with Deloitte as a Business Analyst.
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In Search of Excellence
YIF Selection Process Overview
Eligibility
YIF is open to all young individuals with:
• A recognised undergraduate or postgraduate degree in any discipline
• No more than 28 years of age as of May 31st, 2017

Selection Criteria and Process
YIF applicants are evaluated on a combination of their academic record, a sustained demonstration of
their talent in the domain of their interest and their passion for learning beyond the prescribed
curriculum.
The evaluation process includes screening of applications, telephone and personal interviews and test for
critical thinking and communication skills.

Cost and Scholarship
The Fellowship is committed to covering, in full or in part, the following:
• Tuition fees
• All material, including shared text books
• Fully furnished residence

Application and Admission Calendar for 2017-2018
Applications for the Class of 2018 will open on August 22nd, 2016 and close on February 28th, 2017. YIF
follows a rolling admissions process and is split into two rounds. YIF accepts applications within a
specified date-window and selects Fellows from the pool of applications from that round. Please refer to
the calendar below for important dates for the two rounds.

Round 1

Round 2

Applications open: 22nd August, 2016
Last date to submit application: 18th December, 2016
Telephonic interviews: 1st October, 2016 – 31st January,
2017
In-person interviews: 1st November, 2016 – 28th
February, 2017
Final offers to Round 1 applicants: 1st January, 2017 –
10th March, 2017

Applications open: 19th December, 2016
Last date to submit application: 28th February, 2017
Telephonic interviews: 1st February, 2017 – 15th May,
2017
In-person interviews: 1st March, 2017 – 28th February,
2017
Final offers to Round 2 applicants: 1st January, 2017 –
10th March, 2017

Programme begins for Class of 2017-18:
10th July, 2017

Enquiries:
University Campus
Plot #2, Rajiv Gandhi Education City
Kundli
Haryana - 131029

City Office
No. 2, Green Avenue Street
Green Avenue, Pocket D-3
New Delhi- 110070

Phone: +91 81999 77078 | +91 9958293745
Email: yifadmissions@ashoka.edu.in
Website: www.youngindiafellowship.com
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“Young India Fellowship Programme embodies the best values in higher education. These values
transcend nationalities and transcend fields. I wish I could be enrolled here myself ! I regret I can't. I will
enjoy it vicariously through these wonderful young people”.
- Eduardo D. Glandt, Professor and Dean, School of Engineering and Applied Science,
University of Pennsylvania

Our Founders
Young India Fellowship has been conceived and developed by a team of like-minded and successful
philanthropists with strong academic and professional track records.
Ashish Dhawan

Pramod Bhasin

Former Senior MD, ChrysCapital Investment Advisors;
CEO, Central Square Foundation; BS, Yale University;
MBA, Harvard Business School

Founder, The Skills Academy; Founder, Genpact;
BCom, Shri Ram College of Commerce

Bajaj Group

Sanjeev Bikhchandani
Founder and Vice-Chairman, InfoEdge (naukri.com);
BA St. Stephen’s College; MBA, IIM Ahmedabad

Puneet Dalmia
MD, Dalmia Cements; IIT Delhi; MBA, IIM Bangalore

Siddharth Yog
Co-Founder and Managing Partner, Xander Group;
BA, Delhi University; MBA, Harvard Business School

Deep Kalra
Founder, makemytrip.com; BA (Economics), St. Stephen’s
College; MBA, IIM Ahmedabad

Citibank
Star Network
Harshbeena Sahney Zaveri

Investor and Chairman, RARE Enterprises

President and Managing Director, NRB Bearings; BA,
Wellesley College

Pramath Sinha

Ajay Bahl

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala

Founder and MD, 9.9 Media; Founding Dean, ISB;
BTech, IIT Kanpur; PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Co-Founder and Managing Partner, AZB & Partners; LLB,
University of Delhi

Hemendra Kothari

Vineet Gupta

Non-Executive Chairman, DSP BlackRock

MD, Jamboree Education;
BTech, IIT Delhi

Amit Chandra
Managing Director, Bain Capital; BTech, VJTI, Bombay
University; MBA, Boston CollegeGenpact
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